10 Great Books for Second Graders

1. Amy & the Missing Puppy
   Callie Barkley J FIC BAR

2. Flat Stanley
   Jeff Brown J FIC BRO

3. Bink and Gollie
   Kate DiCamillo J FIC DIC

4. Miss Daisy is Crazy!
   Dan Gutman J FIC GUT

5. Library Lion
   Michelle Knudsen E KNU

6. Katie Woo: Boss of the World
   Fran Manushkin J READER MAN

7. Lunch Lady
   Jarrett Krosoczka J GRAPHIC NOVEL KRO

8. Attack of the Invisible Cats
   Scott Sonneborn J FIC SUP

9. The Golden Statue Plot
   Geronimo Stilton J FIC STI

10. Zathura
    Chris VanAllsburg E VAN

10 Great Books for Third Graders

1. Ivy and Bean
   Annie Barrows J FIC BAR

2. Bad Kitty Meets the Baby
   Nick Bruel J FIC BRU

3. Frindle
   Andrew Clements J FIC CLE

4. Night of the Zombie Goldfish
   Paul Harrison J FIC HAR

5. Babymouse
   Jennifer Holm J GRAPHIC NOVEL HOL

6. Zapato Power
   Jacqueline Jules J FIC JUL

7. Alvin Ho
   Lenore Look J FIC LOO

8. Captain Awesome & the New Kid
   George O’Connor J FIC OCO

9. Nancy Clancy: Super Sleuth
   Jane O’Connor J FIC OCO

10. How to Eat Fried Worms
    Thomas Rockwell J FIC ROC